


To make privacy attainable for any company or individual by pioneering priva-
cy-first technologies. These technologies enable users to integrate privacy into 
their digital world including the ability to freely store and communicate informa-
tion on their terms.

SyncMyDocs is the industry-first provider of Adaptive Enterprise File Services 
that uniquely anticipate IT and end-users' needs to securely, easily and intelli-
gently share content stored on-premises or in the cloud. SyncMyDocs's 
platform integrates with many cloud, storage, device, and business applications 
to enable customers to optimize their file-sharing environments through secure 
access, centralized control and unified visibility.

SyncMyDocs enables IT to make informed decisions and optimize infrastructure 
utilization and workflows. End users benefit from an optimized and unified user 
experience regardless of the application or device they choose.

yncMyDocs was founded in 2007 and is a privately held company headquartered 
in Mountain View, CA. It is backed by investors from the following venture 
capital firms: Floodgate Fund, Google Ventures, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & 
Byers, Northgate Capital Group, Polaris Partners, and strategic partners such as 
CenturyLink, Seagate, and storage vendors. 

SyncMyDocs also integrates with a wide ecosystem of technology partners in 
the storage, cloud, security, mobility, and business application industries to 
integrate with a broad variety of customer environments and leverage past 
investment. 
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More storage space
SyncMyDocs gives you more: SyncMyDocs online storage offers the ideal 
solution for your storage needs - up to 500 GB of storage space!

Data security
SyncMyDocs is the ultimate data backup: Your files are securely stored at ISO 
27001-certified data centers in UK.

Flexible enough for business, Easy enough for everyone
We support businesses as well as professionals, hobbyists and home users. 
That means we know how to look after our customers and we can adapt to your 
needs. Our service is second to none.

The most competitive pricing
Because we've got the infrastructure. Many competitors charge a lot more for 
space than we do because they use third parties to store your data.

SyncMyDocs provides the ability to utilize cloud technologies while retaining that precious 
right we call privacy. 
No one else can gain access. This orientation makes it impossible for us to betray your 
trust.
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Stay connected to all of your important documents, photos and videos wherever 
you go. Access your data from any device.

Access Anywhere

Sync across as many devices and operating systems as you wish.
Unlimited Devices

Back your data up to SyncMyDocs and rest assured that no matter what 
happens to your laptop, phone or tablet, your data is always available.

Restore Everything

Even if you accidentally delete a file from your computer, SyncMyDocs retains a 
copy so you never have to worry about losing anything.

Trash Recovery

SyncMyDocs quietly runs in the background to ensure your data remains safe 
and up to date.

Always Working

If you continually make edits to a file, you can access any version of that file 
throughout its lifespan - from creation to final.

Keep Every Version




